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1. Introduction
We consider the following semilinear stochastic partial differential equation
(SPDE) of parabolic type:
(1.1) dSt(x) = -JLSt(x)dt+il JSjiBjix, St)}dt+i] Cjdzvi(x),
t>0.
Here J - Σ i d ^ ^ , ^ = Σ ι * ι ^ A
 Λ
Ώ« and Cj=Jl\«\<iCjtO6D«,m>l,nJ>0,
are differential operators with coefficients a
Λ
,bjeiy cjfCύ^CT(Rd)> l < i < / , and
{Bj(x, S)}J
aϊ
 are certain functions of x and S={S(x)', x^Rd}. We denote D*
and | α | = Σ ί - i α , for « = ( « ! - , α,)eZ'+ = {0, 1, 2,
•• }d, while C%(Rd) stands for the class of all C°°-functions on Rd possessing
bounded derivatives of all orders. The system {w{(x)}j=ι consists of J independ-
ent {£?,}-cylindrical Brownian motions (c.B.m.'s) ([6], [7]) on the space L\Rd)
which are defined on an appropriate probability space (Ω, £F, P) equipped with a
reference family {£?*}.
The general theory for the SPDE's has been developed by several authors
based mainly on two different approaches, namely, the semigroup method (e.g.
Dawson [4]) and the variational one (e.g. Pardoux [14], Krylov and Rozovskii
[12]). It is actually possible to establish the existence and uniqueness of solu-
tions to (1.1) by employing these former results; see Remark 2.2 below. How-
ever, in order to continue further investigation of the behavior of solutions, the
meaning of solutions due to their theory happens not to be sufficiently strong.
In other words, as a rule, they sometimes require too large space for solutions.
The main purpose of this article is to fill this gap up by showing that the
solutions live on nice spaces. This will be accomplished by studying the regu-
larity properties, strong and weak differentiability, of solutions of (1.1).
Let us now introduce the state spaces for the solutions St of (1.1). A posi-
tive function X^C°°(Rd) satisfying X(x)=\x\ for x; \x\>ί and X(—x)=X(x)
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will be fixed. We set L2
r
=L2(Rd, e~2r^x)dx), r(ΞR, the Hubert spaces having
norms defined by \S\
r
=URdS(x)2e-2r^x)dx}1/2, S<=L2ry and L2e=^r>JL2, a
countably Hilbertian space. Let B
r
, r e Λ , be the space of all Borel measurable
functions S on Rd satisfying I H S H ^ e s s s u p ^ ^ l ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ o o . Set C
r
=
B
r
 Π C(Rd) and C
e
= Π r>0Cr, a countably normed space. We also introduce
Banach spaces C
rJ r^R, consisting of all S^Cr such that lim|Λ|^ oo \S(x)\e~rγ>(x)=
0. The spaces with parameter r > 0 will play the role of the state spaces for the
SPDE (1.1).
Let Lb(Ll) be the class of all bounded and Lipschitz continuous functions
B(.,S)ofL2
r
->L2
r
/ι.e.
\B(;S)\
r
.M = sup |B(.,S)| r<oo
SeL
r
and
\SS'\f, S,S'EΞL
2
r
.
The space Lb(Br) of all bounded and Lipschitz continuous functions B( , S)
of B
r
->B
r
 and the norm || |5( , 5)111 (^oo) are defined similarly. We mention
the assumptions imposed on the SPDE (1.1); F>0 is arbitrary but fixed.
(A.I) The operator — + J I is uniformly parabolic in the sense of Petrovskiϊ,
dt
i.e.,
where
(A.2)
(A.3.2)
(A.4.1)
(A.4.2)
X}
σ
s
= σ f
inf :
σeRΊ; | σ | = l \a\
'••σV for σSi?
ΣJ (
=2m
d
 and
2m>2l+d.
2m>n.
2m>n-\
r
B
r
),
d
The following three cases (I), (I)' and (II) will be considered: The conditions
(A.I) and (A.2) are supposed in all cases; in addition, we assume (A.3.1) and
(A.4.1) in the case (I), (A.3.1) and (A.4.2) in the case (I)' and (A.3.2) and (A.4.1)
in the case (II).
The contents of this paper is now summarized briefly. The strong regular-
ity, i.e., the sample-path continuity as L2 (or CV)-valued processes or the dif-
ferentiability and the Hϋlder continuity of derivatives in x in a.s.-sense, for
solutions to the SPDE (1.1) is discussed in Sect. 2. The existence and unique-
ness of solutions are also shown. In Sect. 3 we introduce and investigate the
notion of the weak differentiability for the solutions to the SPDE (1.1). Sect. 4
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has a slightly different character: The martingale problem associated with this
equation is introduced and its well-posedness is established.
Important examples of the SPDE (1.1) are the time-dependent Ginzburg-
Landau equation (TDGL eq.) of non-conservative tpye (1.2) and of conserva-
tive type (1.3):
(1.2) dSt(x) = -JtSt(x)dt~V'(x, St(x))dt+dwt(x),
(1.3) dSt(x) = AJlSt{x)dt+±-A{V'(xy St(x))}dt+dividwt{x)}y
where Jl is a differential operator of order 2m with m>dβ satisfying (A.I), Δ =
Q2
Σf ls ^ Laplacian on Rdy V=V(xy s) is a function on RdxR such that
dχ2i
V\-,S)=^.9S(-))<=Lh(Z4),r>0, and wt(x) and »,(*) = {«ί(*)M-i are
c.jB.m.'s on L\Rd) and L\Rdy Rd)y respectively. Note that both equations satis-
fy (A.I), (A.2), (A.3.1) and (A.4.2). This paper is originally organized as a pre-
paratory part of the exploration of the Ginzburg-Landau type equations (1.2)
and (1.3). The results are applied in the collaborative papers [8], [9] that in-
vestigate the class of stationary measures (equilibrium states) of these equations
and the hydrodynamic behavior of (1.3).
2. Strong differentiability of solutions
Under the assumption (A.I) the fundamental solution q(t, xyy)y £>0, x,
Rd, of the parabolic operator — + J L exists and the following estimate holds:
dt
I DiD*
x
D*q(t, x,y) \ <;r<""+"»>/2»«-'?(i( *, y),
t2-1) 0<t<T, x,yeI?,jf=Z+, a, β<=Zί;Dt = A-,
ot
where
W, χ,y) = Ut, χ,y) = " )x~^2mψ
The positive constants K
x
 and K2 depend on T, j> a and β but they can be taken
uniformly in (j>a,β) such that O^j, \a\, \/3\<Lc for arbitrary c^Z+ (see
Eidel'man [5]).
Let S(L2
r
) (or S(B
r
)), r>0, be the class of all {£?,} -adapted stochastic pro-
cesses St={St(x;ω); x^Rd} defined on the probability space (Ω, £F, P) such
that the mappings (ί, ω)e[0, oo)χΩf-»ASf( ω)^L2r (or Bn resp.) are measura-
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ble. For given S0^L
2
r
 (or C
r
)y r > 0 , and S. ^S(L2) (or S(Br)), we set
St>1(x) = St>1(x;S0) =
J ct f
S (x) = T J \ \ £ * <
*'
2V }
 i ^ i J o J ^ ; ' ^
and
S,i3(*) = St>3(x; S.)= Σ Γ ( &J,yq{t-u, x,y)Bj(yy Su) dudy
where -®f and C* denote the formal adjoint of the differential operators 3$}
and Cj, respectively, and the subscript y to these operators means that they
act on the variable y. We call St(=S(L2r) (or S(Br)) a solution of the SPDE
(1.1) with initial data S0^L2r (or Cr) if it satisfies the following equation which
is formally obtained by rewriting (1.1) into integral form:
(2.2) St(x) = Sttl(x; S0)+St,2(x)+St,3(x; S.), a.e.-(f, x, ω).
The purpose of this section is to study the differentiability and the Holder
continuity of derivatives of the solutions St(x) of (1.1) (in the a.s.-ω's sense).
The existence and uniqueness problem is also discussed.
Let us begin with the investigation of the first term StΛ(x). We set TtS(x)
=SRdq(t, xy y)S(y)dy(=Sttl(x; S)) and TjS(x)=fRdq{t, x,y)S(y)dy. Some pro-
perties of the operators (Tt}t>0 and {Tt}t>0 are summarized in the next two
lemmas. The following estimate which is shown easily will be useful:
iΔi jj i (/v' j "^ > y)" *^y — ^ •** ^' > v/*^ i j ^ j-,
J R
for every r^R with some K=K(ry Γ)>0.
Lemma 2.1. (i) {Tt} has the following properties for every r^R and
T>0:
(2.4) Tt: L2r-^L2r,t>0, m^\\T(|U^<oo
(2.5) f
 t: Ll -> B., ί>0, sup ί"««||f t\\^B<^
o<t<τ r r
(2.6) T,: B
r
 - B
r
, t>0, sup \\Tt\\B ^ <oo
0<t<T r r
where \\T\\B^E/ denotes the operator norm of T: E->Ef for two normed spaces E
and E'.
(ii) {Tt} has the same properties (2.4)-(2.6) as {Tt}. It satisfies the followings
for every r^R as well
(2.7) Tt: L2r->C-(Rd), t>0,
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(2.8)
(2.9) Tt: Cr->Cry t>0
Proof. The property (2.4) is shown from (2.3) since Schwarz's inequality
implies
ITtS{x)12< j^g( t , x,y)S\y)dy^ g(t, x,y)dy ,
while (2.5) is verified again by using Schwarz's inequality and (2.3) as follows:
I TtS(x) I < ISI r {\Rd f{t, x, yy^dy} ^
< IS \
r
{K(-2r, τy*ω sup *(ί, *, y)}1'2,
ye=Rd
The property (2.6) is an easy consequence of (2.3). Since | TtS(x)| <(Tt\ S\)(x),
the same statements (2.4)-(2.6) hold also for {Tt}t^0. The properties (2.7)
and (2.8) of {Tt} are shown without difficulty by using (2.1). Finally for the
proof of (2.9), we notice that Tt: CQ(Rd)->Cr. Indeed, this follows from (2.6)
and (2.7) since C0{Rd)czB- for all r<=#. Here CQ(Rd) denotes the space of all
continuous functions on Rd having compact supports. Then, (2.9) is verified
by using (2.6); note that C0(Rd) is dense in the Banach space Cr. •
Lemma 2.2. A family of the operators {Tt}t^Q is a strongly continuous semi-
Λ
group on the spaces L2
r
 and C
r
 for every r^R.
Proof. Since the semigroup property (TtTs=Tt+s, t,s>0, and Γo=iden-
tity) is automatic, the proof is completed only by showing the strong-continuity:
(2.10) lim \TtS-S\r = 0, SEΞLΪ and lm | | | Γ , S - S | | | r = 0, Se=C,.
Since C0(Rd) is dense in both L2r and Cn it suffices to verify (2.10) only for
C0(Rd); use (2.4) and (2.6) . For such 5, however, it is known that TtS(x)->
S(x) as 11 0 uniformly in x on each compact set of Rd ([2, p241]). Hence (2.10)
is proved by noticing that (2.6) gives a uniform decay estimate: | TtS(x) | <const
\\\S\\\^e-r/^x\ 0 < f < l , S<=ΞC0{Rd), for arbitrary rf>0. •
The next task is to establish the Holder property of the second term St 2(x)
appearing in the RHS of (2.2).
Lemma 2.3. For every T>0, \a\<m—l—— and 0<δ<2m—2l—d—
(2 U) El\DSΛx)DSt2(x)\]<con* {\t-t'\
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Proof. First we consider the case of £=£'. In this case
LHS of (2.11) = Σ Γ du [ Λψ dy ,
-i Jo JR
where
I, = Ij(u, x, x',y) = ChiD*q(u, x,y)-]y
x
q(u, x',
Since the estimate (2.1) verifies two kinds of bounds on / ; :
I h I = I [ V
x
Chmq{u, x(ξ),y) (x'-x) dξ I
Jo
<const| at'-sf |tt-( |+""+lw*» Γy(«, «(f),y) rf? , *(£) =
and
|/ y | ^consttt-ί'+i-^-ίyίtt, Λ?,y)+y(iι, x'9y)},
we get
LHS of (2.11)^const \x'-x\a ['
u
-«>+2l+W2>». II du ,
Jo
for arbitrary «G[0, 2], where
* ' ;α)
(«, «(l),y) <*»'{*(«, *, J ) + ? ( M , *', j)} 2 " a dy .
However, it is easily shown from (2.1) that II^const u~d/Zm, 0<u<,T, αE[0, 2]
and therefore we obtain the desired estimate (2.11) with t=t' by choosing a=
(2m—2l—d—2\a\ —δ)Λ2. Now assume x=x', 0<,t<,t'<,T and set τ=t'—t.
Then
LHSof(2.11)=///+/F
= Σ jl' Λ J
s ί
 {D«
x
C*,q(t'-u, x,yψ dy
+ έ Γ Λ ( \ir
x
Cf,yq(t'-u, x,y)-ITxCtyq(t-u, x,y)}* dy .
;»1 Jo J/2
The first term III in this equality has a bound which follows from (2.1):
7//<const
 τ
<2«-2i-*-2i ιy*«.
The estimate (2.11) with x=x' is a consequence of this bound and the following
one on the second term IV:
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\IV\ = | Σ \ du\ {\ D*C*
 yq(vixyy)dv}2 dy\
y-i Jo JRd Ju Qv
du \ dy{\ v"a+lΛ])ίm~2q(v, x,y) dv} X {I q(vy xyy) dv}
0 JR. Ju Ju
<, const r X Γ du [^
 Ό
-W+'+2\*\Mm-2
 d v
JO Ju
where we have used (2.1) and then Schwarz's inequality for deriving the second
line. •
Let Cλ(R% for non-integer λ > 0 , be the class of all f(=O™(Rd) having
locally Holder continuous derivatives {DΛf\ | α | = [ λ ] } of order λ—[λ], where
[λ] is an integral part of λ.
Corollary 2.1. (i) The process Stt2^C([0, °°),Ce) (a.s.) and consequently
(it) For every ί>0, S,,2e Π h>fi^^d^\Rd) (a.s.).
Proof. Since {D*Stf2(x); t>0, x<=Rd} is a Gaussian system, the 2/>-th
moment E[\D«Stt2(x)-b«St,t2(x')\2p] is bounded by const{E[\D«Stt2{x)-
DΛSt/t2(xf)\2]}p, p>l. Therefore, using Lemma 2.3, Kolmogorov-Totoki's reg-
ularization theorem (see [15] for example) verifies the conclusion. •
Let us give estimates on the third term Stt3. We shall sometimes denote
Stt3(x; S.) by SttZ(x; S., B) in order to elucidate its dependence on the function
B=\Bj}U. Set |Λ|
r
.
c
«>=S/-i I^ Bylr.c-> and | | |^|IU
c
->=Σϊ/-i ll!^llkc«.>. Re-
call the three cases (/), (/') and (//) introduced in Sect. 1 having differences in
the assumptions.
Lemma 2.4. For every T>0 and | a \ <N,
(2.12) \\D*Stt3-D*St,J\ι£coΏst\\B\\2\t-tΊ
where the triplet (|| |li> II IL N) is given by (| | p, | |
 ?t (θo), 2m—n) in the case (I),
(lll lllo I |r-(->, 2m-n—|-) in the case (I)' and (| | |. | | |?, | | | . | | |Γ B ( -) 2 « - n ) in the
case (II). This especially implies that 5
ί ) 3eC([0, oo), E) with E=L2 in the case
(I) and E=Cr in the cases (/)' and (II), respectively.
Proof. Assume Q<t<t'<T. Then, using (2.1), we have
Σ Γ du(tf-u)^1t+^)/2miTt^u\Bj('ySu)\}(x)j"l Jt
+const Σ (' du [' ~" dv
 v
-v>»+»+\«\)l2m{f
 f i B t Su)\}(x).
-lJo Jί-tt
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The estimate (2.12) in each case (I), (I)' and (II) follows without difficulty from
(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. •
REMARK 2.1. (i) Let Hs
r
(Rd), s, r^Ry be the Hubert space consisting of all
generalized functions S on Rd such that the products e~r%S belong to the Sobolev
space H\Rd) of order s (see [13]). The norm of this space is naturally intro-
duced by WSW^jsij^^—We'^SWjjsi^y This norm is equivalent to another one
defined by | S \
 rtS= {Σ\«\*, I D*S I *}1/2 # s^Z+. In fact, it is easy to see \\S\\mRd)
< const ISI
 rtS and therefore the equivalence of two norms follows from the open
mapping principle.
(ii) Assume "2m>n+l". Then, the family of functions {Stt3( B); \B\r>(oo)<
M\, M, r>0, is relatively compact in the space C([0, Γ], L7) if f>r. Indeed,
Lemma 2.4-case (I) (by replacing r with r) verifies the equicontinuity of this
family in C([0, Γ], L2
r
) and therefore in C([0, T], L~). On the other hand,
Lemma 2.4-case (I) with t'=0 and |or| =0,1 proves that sup {|S
ί}3( B)\rl
0 < ί < Γ , \B\
r>{oo)<M} <oo. Therefore the conclusion follows from Ascoli-
Arzel&'s theorem, since the imbedding map of Hs
r
(Rd)-^L^ is compact if s>0
and f >r (use Rellich's theorem [13, p99]). This remark has been useful in [8].
The Holder continuity of Stt3(x) (especially in the variable x) is given by the
following lemma in the cases (I)' and (II).
Lemma 2.5. Let Γ > 0 and K be a compact set of Rd. Then the following
estimate holds for every 0<t}tf<T,xyx'<=K, \a\ <N and 0<8<N— \ a \ :
\D«Stt3(x)-D«St,,3(x')\
where (\\-\\2,N) is given by (\-\ϊΛ^,2m-n--j) in the case (/)' and (||| |lk(~)>
2m—n) in the case (II), respectively.
Proof. First assume t=t'. Then we have
I D*Stt3(x)-D*Stt3(x') I = I Σ (' h du |,
y-i Jo
where
IJ = IJ(U, ί, x, x') = J
Λ J Bty{D«q(t-u, x,y)-D«xq(t-u, x',y)}B,(y, Su) dy .
This term is bounded similarly to Ij appearing in the proof of Lemma 2.3 and
we obtain for arbitrary αe[0,l] :
11,1 <const (ί-
κ
)-c+-+ι-ιwί» 1
 X'^x 1«^ (f t_u | Bj{ , S.) |) (x(ξ)) dξ}
X {{f
 t.u|fiy( , s!)I) (*)+(?t-u\Bj(., S.) I) {x')V~\
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However, by using (2.5) and (2.6), (7VJjBy( , Su)\)(x) is bounded by const x
\Bj\i:
Λoo
)emx\t-u)'d/4m in the case (I)' and by constIII^-IIIF,^*^ in the case
(II), respectively. Therefore, taking a=(2m—n— \a\— δ)Λl in the case
(I)' and a=(2m—n— \ a | —δ)Λ 1 in the case (II), we obtain the conclusion when
t=t'. If x=x'y the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4-cases (I)' and (II), re-
spectively. •
The Lipschitz condition (in the assumptions (A.3.1) or (A.3.2)) of the
functions |By}/»i is required only for the proof of the next lemma:
Lemma 2.6. We consider two cases (I) and (II). For every p> and
T>0,
||S,,3( S.)-St>3(- S.)|K<const Γ \\SU-SU\\» du,
Jo
where (|| \\,E) is taken to be (\*\?, L\) in the case (I) and (||| | | | F , Cή in the case
(II), respectively.
Proof. Under the assumption (A.3.1) (or (A.3.2)), by using (2.4) (or (2.6),
resp.), we obtain
||S,iS(- S.)-Suz(- S.)il<const (' {t-uy«**\\Su-Su\\ du, 0<t<T.
Jo
Therefore the concluding estimate follows by using Holder's inequality. •
Let us summarize the result.
Theorem 2.1. The solution of the SPDE (1.1) with initial data S0^E exists
uniquely and satisfies ^ ^ ^ [ O , oo), E) a.s., where E=E=L* in the cases (I), (/)'
or E=Cr, E=Cr in the cases (I)f, (II). Moreover, we have St^C((0y °o),C?)
a.s. for every r>? even if S^L\ in the case (I)'. For t>Q, S,e Π B>QC^"s(Rd)
a.s., N=(m—/——)ΛN, where N=2m—n in the case (I)1 and N=2m—n
£ Δi
in the case (II).
Proof. Lemmas 2.2, 2.4 and Corollary 2.1 show that every solution St of
the SPDE (1.1), if exists, has the property St^C([0y oo), 2?), or more precisely
saying, has such modification. Therefore the uniqueness of solutions may be
discussed in this class. However, this is an immediate consequence of Lemma
2.6. The usual method of successive approximation can be used for the construc-
tion of solutions. The other properties of St follow from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2,
2.4, 2.5 and Corollary 2.1. •
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REMARK 2.2. Suppose the conditions (A.2), (A.3.1) and "m>n" in place
of (A.4.1). In addition, instead oί (A.I), we assume that Jl satisfies the Gard-
ing type inequality
(2.13)
 v
<S9JίSyv,>c1\S\
2
v
-c2\S\
2
ffy cvc2>0.
Here (V,H, V*)=(H%Rd\ Hjm(Rd), Hfm(Rd)) is a Gelfand triple recall the
definition of the spaces Hs
r
{Rd) given in Remark 2.1-(i) and notice that V=L2.
Then, the result of Krylov and Rozovskii [12] based on this triple verifies that
the solution of (1.1) exists uniquely and satisfies St& F(a.e.-(ί, ω)) and e
C([0, oo), H) (a.s.-ω) if E[ \ S
o
 12f]< oo. In fact, the conditions listed in [12, ρl252],
especially the monotonicity and coercivity conditions, for the pair (A(S), B(S))
= ( - < J S + Σ ! / = i ^{βy( , S)}> iCj}U) can be checked from (2.13) and the fol-
lowing two facts: (1) The imbedding map of H-ι(Rd)->H=Hjm(Rd) is Hilbert-
Schmidt (HS) operator if m>l-\ since F>0 (modify the proof in [1, pl76])
and therefore (A.2) implies that Cj is HS operator of L2(Rd)->H. (2) The con-
ditions "m^tf and (A.3.1) show that
IX^-S^ ίi?/^)-^^
for arbitrary £>0 with some K=K
e
>0. The final remark is that Ji=P(—Δ)
satisfies (2.13) if P(X)=^Σf^o ck\k is a polynomial such that cm>0 and P(λ)>0
for λ > 0 , although the theory of [14], [12] is powerful in the case when Jl is
nonlinear.
3. Weak differentiability of solutions
We introduce the notion of weak differentiability for random fields (r.f.'s)
on Rd and prove the solution {St{x)\ x^Rd} of the SPDE (1.1) is actually differ-
entiable in this sense for t>0. The result of this section has been applied in [8]
in order to characterize the class of reversible measures of the TDGL eq. More
precisely saying, it has become necessary in [8] to construct a new r.f. Y from
a given r.f. X in such a way that Y is distributed according to the Gibbs rule
inside a bounded region G and coincides with X outside G (oi has the same
boundary data as X on dG). The weak differentiability plays a role to de-
termine a sufficient number of boundary data of X.
Let (ty be the class of all bounded open sets in Rd having C ""-boundaries.
For a real valued r.f. X= \X(x), x^Rd} and T=dG with G<=q7, we set
= [ ψ(x)X(x+h n(x))dσ(x),
for every \h\<h0, A0>0, and ψGL
2(Γ)=L 2(Γ, dσ)y where n(x)=nΓ(x) is the
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inner normal unit vector at ^ G Γ and dσ=dσ
Γ
 is the volume element on Γ.
The Sobolev spaces of order ίGfi on Γ and G are denoted as usual by HS(T)
[13, p35] and H\G) [13, p40, p70], respectively.
DEFINITION 3.1. (i) The r.f. X is called weakly Cp, ρ<BZ+, at Γ if there
exists A0>0 such that Fx(-,<ψ; Γ)(=Cp((—h0, hQ)) a.s. for every ψGL2(Γ).
(ii) We say that the r.f. X satisfies the regularity condition (RC)SG, s>0, on G
if
E[<X, ^>2G]<Ξconst \\ψ\\2H-s(Gh ψt=L2(G),
where <J5Γ, ψ>G=fGX(x) ψ(x) dx.
(iii) We say that a family of p-\-\ generalized random fields (g.r.f.'s) Y=
{Yi(ψ)y ψGL2(Γ)}fβ0 on Γ satisfies the regularity condition (RC)sΓy s>0, on Γ if
£ [ W ) 2 ] < Ξ const \\ψ\\2H-s+i+i/2(Γ)f ψeL 2 (Γ), O^i^p .
REMARK 3.1. We say that X is weakly Cp at Γ from inside G (or outside
G) if F
x
(.fψ; Γ ) G q [ 0 , ho)) (or C*((-hQy 0]), resp.) a.s. for every
For G e q ^ and a C^-diίFeomorphism/^)^^^)}?^! of R4-*Rdy we set
Gf={f(x)(ΞRd; X G G } , Tf=dGf and
8
Γ
(f)=supi\\I-Jf(x)\\+\x~f(x)\}
where I=(8ij)ij is a unit matrix, Jf(x)=ί-^-) is a Jacobian matrix of / and
|| || denotes the norm of dx d matrices.
DEFINITION 3.2. A family of r.v.'s {Y(ψ; Γ); -ψ eL2(Γ), Γ=8G with G e
indexed by -ψ and Γ is called mean-square continuous in Γ if it satisfies
lim sup E[\ Y ^ Γ ) - ^ ^ ; ^ ) ! 2 ] = 0,
δψo /
for every Γ=3G, G e φ , and ψ^L2(T), where the supremum is taken over all
C°°-diffeomorρhisms / satisfying δ
Γ
(/)^δ. The function ψf^L2(Γf,dσΓf) is
defined by -ψyfeHΨt/""^)), x<ΞTf.
In this section we consider two cases (I) and (II). Let St be the solution of
the SPDE (1.1) with initial distribution μ^S(L^) (or ^3?(C^)) satisfying
£ μ [ |S |?]<oo (or £"[|||S|||f]<oo) in the case (I) (or the case (II), resp.), where
3?(E) stands for the family of all Borel probability measures on E. We shall
prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 3.1. (z) For every t>0 and G G Φ , St is weakly Cp, p=
(m—l—l)Λ(2m—n—l)y at T=dG and especially Y
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j \ Γ)I*-o, O^i^p, exists a.s.
an
1
(it) Yt = ίYi,t(φ)}pi-o satisfies (RC)SΓ for every s: 0<s<(m-l)Λ(2m-n+—),
where κ=0 in the case (I) and κ=\ in the case (II).
(Hi) Yitt(ψ; Γ) is mean-square continuous in Γ for every ϊ>0 and 0<i<p.
Theorem 3.2. St, t>0, satisfies (RC)SG for every s: 0<s<(m—ΐ)/\(2m—ή).
As the first step to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we briefly mention how the
SPDE (1.1) changes its form under the coordinate transform in the variable x.
Let χ'=g(x) be an orientation-preserving C°°-diffeomorphism of Rd->Rd satisfy-
ingg(x)=x for |Λ?| >M with some M > 0 ; the class of such g's will be denoted
by Diff0. We setj(x) and/'(#') the Jacobians of the map's g and g~ι, respec-
tively, so that dx'=J(x)dx> dx=J'(x')dxr and J(x) J'(x') = l if χf=g(χ). We say
φ~φ' for φ=φ(x) and φ'=φ'(x')eCV(R<) if φ\x')=-J\x')φ(g'\x')\ x'tΞRd,
or equivalently if φ(x)=J(x)φ'(g(χ))> %^Rd- Suppose the operators <Λ, {-Sy}/»i,
{Cj}j~i and the functions B={Bj(x, *S)}/
=
i satisfying the assumptions in Sect. 1
are given. We define new operators Jl\ {-®y}/=i, {£y}/-i and functions B'=
C'jU(x')=CjWj(x)u(g(x))}\
x==g-ιix,h for u=u(x')eCo(Rd) and Bftx', S')=
Bj(g~\x')> S'(s(')))> respectively. Let {w'ti}J=1 be a family of processes taking
values in the space of generalized functions on Rd defined from the system
of independent {£F,}-c.B.m.'s {wjt}j=1 on L2(Rd) by the relation ζjo't',φ'y=z
ίy <p/\/ jy> φ*—φ' Then it is not difficult to prove the following assertions
(1) Similarly to JLy {-®;}/.i and {£,}/=!, the operators Jl\ {^ }/=1 and
are differential operators of order 2m, n and /, respectively, with coefficients
belonging to the class Cΐ(Rd).
(2) The operator <Λ' satisfies the assumption (A.I).
(3) If the functions B={Bj(x, 5)}/
= 1 satisfy (A.3.1) (or (A.3.2)), then Bf=
{By(#', S')}/
=
i also satisfy the same assumption (A.3.1) (or (A.3.2), resp.).
(4) {w^*}/.! is a system of independent {ΞFJ-c.B.m.'s on L\Rd).
(5) Assume St(x) is a solution of the SPDE (1.1) and define S't by S',(x')=
St(g-\xf)), x ' G ^ . Then S't is a solution of the SPDE (1.1) with JLy
u {Cj}UuB={Bj(xyS))U and {wί}Jml replaced by JL\
u B'=iB',{x\ S')\U and {w'^U respectively.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 3.1. For given G^^V, we can find
a covering { O . e ^ f . i of Γ = 9 G and {^,eDiff
o
}f
=1 in such a way that
ft(O,nΓ) = {*' = (*', x'd)(ΞRd; \x'\<\, x'd = 0},
&(*) = (gi(x)> h) i f * = x+h n(x), x e O . ΠΓ, |A
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for each i with some hQ>0. Furthermore there exists a partition of unity
{tf, }f=i on Γ such that ^ e C ^ Γ ) , supp c ^ c O ^ n r and Σf
β l a(=l on Γ.
Therefore it may be sufficient to verify the conclusion by assuming Λ]T=0 a.e. on
Γ\O, for some i. For such ψ, however, by changing the variable in the integral
according as the map giy we obtain
FSt(h, ψ;Γ)= J ^ ΨigT'ix')) Sί((x\ h))j\x') dx\ \h\ <h0
with j/(xf) = j^(xf) = (dσ-)ogγ1ldxr^Co°(dRi); i.e., j'(x') dxf is the image meas-
ure of dσ{x) by the map g{. Here SJ is the process defined by S't(xf)=
^t(gT\xf))y x'^Rd, and satisfies an SPDE of the form (1.1) again as we have
already noticed. This means that for completing the proof of Theorem 3.1 we
can assume from the beginning
G = Rd+ = {x - (x, xd)(=Rd, xd>0}
r = dRί = {χ<=Rd, χd = oy^R*-1
and
(3.1) ψ£ΞL2(dRi,dx) and ψ(x) = 0 a.e. on {xt
We prepare a fundamental lemma which gives bounds on certain integral
operators. Let Hs
r
(Γ)y syr^R, be the Hubert space defined similarly to Hsr(Rd);
see Remark 2.1—(i), in which we replace X with its restriction on Γ. We denote
Lp
r
=Lp(Rd,
 e
~
rmx)
 dx), r<=R,ρ>l, the Banach space having the norm | | 5 | | L j =
ίftf\S(x)\p e-fMx) dx}Vp. Let 6=^\
Λ
\^keΛD
Λ
 be a differential operator of
order k with coefficients e
Λ
^C°^(Rd). We associate with 6 & linear operator T=
T{ t hy i^Z+y £^(0, T]y \h\<hOy acting on the class of functions ψ satisfying
(3.Ϊ):
(3.2) Titt.hψ(y)=\ ψ(x)Dihε,q(t,x>',y)dx,
J Γ
where Z > ί = — and **=(*, A ) G Γ χ β .
dhι
Lemma 3.1. For fGZ + , ίG(0, T], \h\<hOys>0 and r.r'^R such that
r>r'y we have
(3-3) IIΓuJkw
(3-4) l|Γ
ί
.(.*llίp (r,*
where const can be taken independently of t and s^[0, s0] for every so>O.
Proof. First we note (see [1, p50]) that, if ί G Z + ,
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for ψ Gί/*~s(Γ), where the infimum is taken over all representations of ψ such as
For ψ==φer<κ^H~s(T) with \5 ei/~*(Γ) of this form, we have
I I I t h Y M IT ^  — \ e &y I ' ι \ v'ίϊl^'J U x yβ ~ •'••'h & v 71 ) >
<Const ί"Ci+ί+*)/»l 2 I e~2rx(^ ίίy {I | $«,,(#) |^(ί,
<^Vrmot f-(s+i+k)/m ^ I Λ-2rχ(>) ,/Λ, fl V (\Λ27ΐ(f vh >
/ n
n n c
f /-(2s+2i+2ife+l)/2»ί "«SΓΊ II T | | 2 9
-—s^vJlloL t x i llψrtllL (Γ) >
and this proves that the domain of T;
 t h can be extended to the space H7
S(T)
and (3.3) holds when ί G Z + . In this calculation the first inequality is derived
from the estimate (2.1) and the third by using (2.3) and
r
t, xh,y) ύfo
The estimate (3.3) for general s>0 can be derived by using the interpolation
technique. Indeed, apply the result of Calderόn [3, Paragraph 4] to the operator
Tith by noting that H~~
S(Γ) is a space of linear interpolation [13, p36 (or ρ32)
and p92] between H"n(Γ) and H'n"\T) when n<s<n+l, n^Z+. The es-
timate (3.4) is shown similarly. •
We set Fγ\h, ψ)=F<f\h, ψ; Γ)=FSt k(h, ψ; Γ), fc=l, 2, 3, for fixed ί>0.
The advantage to introduce the notion of weak differentiability consists in
treating the stochastic term St>2 so that we expose calculations mainly on this
term in the following.
Lemma 3.2. (i) F™(., <ψ) e Π
 δ > 0 C^
1
^
2
'
8
 ((-hOy hQ)) (a.s.). Therefore
Ίi
Stf2 is weakly C
m
~
ι
~
ι
 at Y=dR% and
n—/—1, exists a.s.
(it) Y(t2)==iYί2){ψ)}TZ^-1 satisfies {RC)sτfor every s: 0<s<m-L
Proof. Denoting the operator Titk with S=Cf by T\2)Jth, l^j^J, we
set
TO*, Ψ) = ί l f L T?)tt_u>h ψ(y) dwί(y) dy , \h\<hQy
J = l JO J Ra
Note that the RHS is well-defined since (3.3) with s=r=0 implies
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, ψ )}2]<oo if 0<i<,m-l-l. Moreover, for -h
o
<h<h ^ we have
(3.5) E[{Yft(h', -φ) - Y?S{h, ψ)}>] = Σ (' Wm.u.π' ψ-Γft...* ψHi^*, <ftι.
y=i Jo
However, the estimate (3.3) with s=r=0 implies the following two bounds:
(3.6) \\Ti%y ψ-Tl%,h ψ\Ih(R^<COnst {h'-h)2a U-(2l+2i+2a+l)/2n> | |ψ| |2 2 ( p )
for Λ = 0 and 1. We have used that the LHS of (3.6) = | |/ί'
for deriving (3.6) when a=\. It is then easy to see that (3.6) holds for every
αG[0, 1]. Especially when i=m—I— 1, by choosing 0<α<l/2, (3.5) and (3.6)
prove y^2-/-i,#(#, ψ)G Π δ ^ ^ 2 " ^ " " ^ ^ ) ) a s 5 u s e Kolmogorov's regulariza-
tion theorem by noting that {Yk2i/_it/( , ψ)} forms a Gaussian system. The
assertion (i) is therefore verified, since —
Γ
 F^2)(hy ψ)= Y($(hj Ψ)- On the other
hand, the assertion (ii) is an immediate consequence of (3.3) with r = 0 . In fact,
we have
y=i Jo
'
(5+l)lm
 du}
Jo
and the integral in the RHS converges for s: 0<s<m—L •
REMARK 3.2. We explain an intuitive meaning of the regularity condition:
If Yγ}t is non-random, then {RC)sVys<m—l, implies that Y $ ( ) e Π,<m-/
fl*-ί-ώ(Γ)c Π
δ > 0£P
/ a
-
ί(Γ)cL 2(Γ) for 0 < / < w - / - l . This ' means that
{Y?j}7li~ι can be treated as if L2-functions on Γ, at least in the stochastic sense.
Compare this with the result of Corollary 2.1-(ii).
Lemma 3.3. For every t>0 and 0 < / < m - / - l , { 7 5 ( ψ ; Γ ) ; ψ , Γ } is
mean-square continuous in Γ.
Proof. Let {0,} and {#,•} be the same as before. We assume suppi | rcθ $
and denote simply £=£,-. Then, for a C°°-diffeomorphism/: Rd-+Rd, we have
(3.7) F?\h, ψf; Γ,) =
where S't.2(x')=Stt2{g-\x')); zf{x'y h)=g{x+h-nVf{x))^R\ x^f
for x'^dRi, h^R and jf{^)={dσVf)°{g°f~ι)~λldxr. As we have seen already,
S'tt2 has a similar form to Stt2 so that we write simply Stt2 instead of S'tt2 in the
following. From (3.7) we have
(D'St,i)(z/x',O))ΨJix')dx'
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where Ψ /fe')=ψ(5" 1(ί')) {Dhzf{x\ 0)}«j'f(x'); recall the definition of σ* for
and a^Zi given in (A.I). It is easily seen that Dh zf{x\ 0)=y7g{x)'nV/(x)
, x=f(g~\x')). Therefore we obtain
*/i Γ/)~ Y?1(Ψ; Γ) I < const Σ
with
4 = I J ^ (D« Stt2) (x') iΨ/x')-Ψ{x')} dx'
where Ψ(x')=ψ(g-\x')) {n(x')}Λ j\xf), n(x')=(0, ••-, 0, \)(ΞRd is the inner nor-
mal unit vector at x'^dRi and</
/(^/)=(έ/σ
Γ
)oίΓ"1/^/ However,
i] = Σ j / ^ J
Λ
/ J [J
aj|rf OϊCf., q(t~uy x',y) iΨf(x')-Ψ(x')} dx'
^ c o n s t | | Ψ / - Ψ | | i 2 ( β Λ i ) Γ u-w+v+w** du .
In fact, the inequality in this formula can be shown similarly to (3.3) (replace Ό\
by D* and take s—r=0). Now the integral in the RHS converges if i<m—I— 1
and | |Ψ /-Ψ| |L2->0 as δΓ(/)->0; note that n(x')=Vg(x)-nv(x)y x=g-\x')(=T.
On the other hand,
dy\\
 d{mChq(t-u,z,(x',0),y)Rd i
-D«
x
 Cty q(t-u, *', y)} Ψf(x') dx'
<CθnSt SUp I zJχ\ O)-X' \2a\\Ψ
 f
^ ^ d R i n ί i i - y
for every αe[0, 1], This estimate is shown similarly to (3.6). Notice that
δ
Γ
(/)—>0 implies \zf(x',Q)—x'\->0 (uniformly on bounded sets) and also the
integral in the RHS converges if i<m—l—\ and 0<#<l/2. The proof is
completed. •
Now we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1: It is only remained to in-
vestigate the terms Sfl and Stt3. However, since the calculations are similar to
those for the term Stt2, we mention briefly here. Assuming again that Γ = 3 # +
and ψeL 2 (Γ) satisfies (3.1), we have
DiF?\h, ψ) = fj Γ du \ Bj(y, S.) Γ$.t_M
3 = 1 Jθ jRa
where the operator Tf)ttth is defined by the formula (3.2) with 8 replaced by
IBf. In the case (I), using the estimate (3.3) with r=— F, it is proved that
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a n d Y ψ > = ^
an
1
satisfies (RC)SV for 0<s<2m—n. In the case (II), we see from (3.4) with
r=-γ that ί'ί3)( ,ψ)Gn
δ
>oC2ίM-"-δ((-A
o
,Λ
o
)) and Y^ satisfies (RC)ST for
0<s<2m—w+-— (although Lemma 2.5 has already proved this Holder property
for i^3)( , ψ)). On the other hand, it is easy to show that SttV t>0, is weakly
Cp for arbitrary p<=Z+ (actually S U ( ) G C M ( V ) , see Lemma'2.1) and YP =
^ satisfies (RC)S
Γ
 for arbitrary *>0 if the initial
dhι
distribution μ satisfies <Eμ[|S0|r]<oo with some r > 0 ; we use (3.3) by taking
<?=identity. The mean-square continuity of Y^t(ψ; Γ), k=l, 3, in Γ is shown
similarly to YPftψ Γ).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar to that of Theorem 3.l-(ii) and rather
simpler. Actually it is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For each t>0, Sttk, k=l, 2, 3, satisfy the regularity condition
(RC)h for s such that s>0 ifk=l, 0<s<m—l if k=2 and 0<s<2m—n if k=3.
Proof. For ί(Ξ(0, T] and ψ<=L2(G), we set
(3.8) Ttψ(y) = \ βy q(t, x, y) ψ(x) dx,y^Rd ,
J G
where 6 is a differential operator of order k as before. Then the following
estimate can be shown:
(3.9) IIΓ l l t f - ^ ^ c o n s t r ^ ' 2 * , s>0, *Φinteger+^-, r(=R .
Indeed this is derived in a similar manner to the verification of (3.3) by using
the estimate (2.1) first for s^Z+ and then by the interpolation technique for
general s>0 (see [13, p71] especially for the condition sΦintegerH ). Now
the conclusion for Stt2 follows by noting an equality
E[<st,2, *yG] = Σ Γ
where Tft) is the operator Tt defined by (3.8) with β=Cf. We use (3.9) by
taking r=0. The case of k—3 can be discussed similarly, since we have
<St,3, Ψ>a = Σ Γ du { d B,{y, Sa)
j=i Jθ JRd
where T(β is an operator defined by (3.8) with β=<Bf. The case of k=ί is
also similar and easy. •
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4. Formulation as the martingale problem
Here we consider only the case (I). The case (II) can be treated similarly.
Let 3) be the class of all tame functions on L~, namely Ψ G 5 iff it has the
form:
(4.1)
with k=ί, 2, •••, ψ=ψ(a
v
 •••, ak)^C2b(Rk) and φl9 •••, <pk^C%(Rd), where
<S,φ>=fRdS(x)φ(x)dx. With the operators oί, {^, }/-i, {£/}/-I and the
functions B= {Bj(x, S)} /»i we associate an operator X defined on 3)\ For
having the form (4.1),
χψ(S) = ± f£ «s,
 φiy,
(4.2) X {-
where C = Σ / - i C} Cf. This operator may be written as
XΨ(S) = <- JIS+
(4.3) j ,
2 y=i
where
(Tr CfΘCy ϋ 2 Ψ) (5) = J ^ Cf., Cf., D2Ψ(x, y, S) \
 x==y dx .
In the first term of the RHS of (4.3), < , •> should be understood in the sense
of generalized functions. We sometimes denote the operator X by XB in
order to indicate its dependence on the function B.
In this section we take Ω=C([0, oo), L%) equipped with the uniform to-
pology and denote the coordinate process by St(ω)=ωt for ωGίl. Set 3t=
cr{S
u
; 0<w<^} and 3f=\/t^o3't a s usual. We call a probability measure P on
(Ω, £F) a solution of _/?-m.p. (martingale problem for X) starting from S^Lj if
P(SO=S)=1 and ψ(St)SΌXΨ(Su)du, *>0, is (P, {ffj )-martingale for every
Proposition 4.1. The distribution of the solution ^ G f l (a.s.) o/ ίfee SPDE
(1.1) £y α solution of the X-m.p.
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This proposition is a consequence of the following lemma. Indeed we
may only calculate the stochastic differential dΨ(St) by using the (finite-dimen-
sional) Itό's formula.
Lemma 4.1. The solution St(x) of the SPDE (1.1) satisfies the same equa-
tion in the sense of generalized functions, i.e.
 y for every <pEzC%(Rd)y we have
<St, φ> = <S0, <p>+Γ KSU, -Jl*φ>+ Σl <5y( , Sm), $fφ>} du
Proof. First we note that similarly to the operator — Jl its adjoint — Jl*
also generates a strongly continuous semigroup (Tf}t>0 on the space L2r for every
and it is actually given by Tfφ(y)=fRdq(t, xyy) φ(x) dxy φ^L2. This is
because the operator —-\-Jί* is uniformly parabolic in the sense of Petrovskiϊ as
well and its fundamental solution q* is given by the formula q*(t, xyy)=q(t,yy x)
(see [5]). Therefore we have from (2.2)
<S,, φ> = <50, Ttφ>+ ΣJ Γ <Cf TU φ, dwfr
j—i Jo
+ Σ (' <Bj( , S.), 3% Tf-. φ> du .
j=i Jo
The conclusion now follows easily by taking the stochastic differential of the
both sides of this equality. •
The assertion of the converse direction of Proposition 4.1 is partially given
by the next lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let P be the solution of £-m.p. Define a process mt taking
values in the space of generalized functions on Rd by
(4.4) mt = St-S0+\' JISU du- Σ Γ -3y{βy( , Su)} du .
Jo y=i Jo
Then, for every φ^C^{Rd)ymt{φ) = (mtyφy and mt(cpf—t<£φyφ} are {£?,}-
martingales on (Ω, 3'y P). Especially the quadratic variation of mt{φ^) and mt(φ2)y
φ
χy φ2(=CZ(Rd)y is given by <mt(φx),
Proof. By introducing a sequence of functions ^ ^ ( ^
M/oo, with ψM^C
2
b(R) such that ψM(^)=cc if \a\ <M, we can prove mt(φ)
and mt(cpf—t(J2φ,φ) are {£?,} -local martingales. However, this implies the
conclusion (use the martingale characterization of Brownian motions). •
The next subject is to establish the well-posedness of the -£-m.p., i.e., the
existence and uniqueness of solutions of -Γ-m.p. starting from every S^L~.
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If the converse assertion of Lemma 4.1 (i.e., the solution of (1.1) in the sense
of generalized functions is also the solution of the stochastic integral equation
(2.2), cf. [11]) is established, then the argument of the type of Yamada and
Watanabe might work since the pathwise uniqueness of solutions to the SPDE
(1.1) has been proved (Theorem 2.1). However, in our situation, a quite simple
proof of the uniqueness for X-m.p. is possible based on the fact that the diffu-
sion coefficients {C3} are non-random. Let us begin with the case of 5 = 0 for
which the well-posedness was shown essentially by Holley and Stroock [10]:
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a solution of X0-m.p. (i.e., Bj—0 for l<,j<J).
Then we have
(4.5) Ep[e^<sτ,Ψ> 13t] = exp W^ <St, Ψτ-t>-\ Γ " <Cφ., φu> du} ,
L Jo
for 0<t<,T} φ<=Co(Rd)y where φt=:Tfφ. Especially, X^m.p. is well-posed.
Proof. The existence of solutions for -ίΌ-m.p. is already verified (Proposi-
tion 4.1). The uniqueness follows from (4.5) and this equality is shown by
observing that
Y, = exp V = ϊ < S t , φτ-t>+^r Γ <Cφτ-u, φτ-u> du},
L Jo
is a martingale with respect to P; use Lemma 4.2 and Itό's formula. •
For treating general B, we introduce a map Θ on the space Ω defined by
(ΘS.)t=St—Stw3(- S.)9 ί>0, S.GΞΩ and denote by Ωs, S e Z £ the family of all
5.GΩ satisfying S0=S. The space Ω s is equipped with the natural topology
induced from Ω.
Lemma 4.4. The map θ : ΩS->Ω5 is bijective and continuous. Moreover
its inverse is measurable.
Proof. The continuity and one-to-one property of Θ follow immediately
from Lemma 2.6. For verifying the onto property of Θ, we have only to solve
the equation St=St-\-Sf>3( S.) for given S.^ΩS. To this end, we can use the
usual method of successive approximation. The map which gives the each step
of this approximation is clearly continuous, so that the limit giving the map Θ"1
is measurable. •
REMARK 4.1. Denote by Lj>w the space Lf equipped with the weak topolo-
gy. Let Ω
w
 and Ω5jl(, be the spaces defined similarly to Ω and Ωs, respectively,
but with Lj replaced by l4tW. Then we can also prove that Θ: Ω5>M,->Ωs>tt, is
bijective and bi-measurable for each S^Ltj.
Theorem 4.1. The XB-m.ρ. is well-posed.
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Proof. The image measure Po©"1 of an arbitrary solution P of XB-m.τρ.
solves the ~C0-m.iρ. In fact, noting Lemma 4.4, we have only to check that
V((eS.)t)-J*oj:^((eS.)u)du is a martingale with respect to (P, {&,}) for
every Ψ e ί ) , and this is shown by using Lemma 4.2 and Itό's formula. There-
fore Lemma 4.3 proves the uniqueness of solutions of -fg-m.p. starting from
each 5 e £ ^ , while Proposition 4.1 shows the existence of solutions. •
REMARK 4.2. The -CB-m.p. considered on the space Ωw is also well-posed.
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